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Copper nitride (Cu
3
N) thin films were deposited on glass via DC reactive magnetron sputtering at various N

2
flow rates and partial

pressures with 150∘C substrate temperature. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy were used to characterize the
microstructure and morphology. The results show that the films are composed of Cu

3
N crystallites with anti-ReO

3
structure. The

microstructure and morphology of the Cu
3
N film strongly depend on the N

2
flow rate and partial pressure. The cross-sectional

micrograph of the film shows typical columnar, compact structure. The thermal stabilities of the films were investigated using
vacuum annealing under different temperature. The results show that the introducing of argon in the sputtering process decreases
the thermal stability of the films.

1. Introduction

Transition metal nitrides show a wide variety of properties
and have lots of applications, and some of themhave acquired
a large number of industrial application. Among them,
copper nitrides have attracted considerable attention as a
new material for optical storage devices and high speed
integrated circuits, based on its unique properties, such as
rather low thermal decomposition temperature, excellent
electrical properties, and optical qualities [1, 2]. All of these
properties are due to its special cubic anti-ReO

3
structure. A

number of nonequilibrium techniques, such as RF reactive
sputtering [1, 3–7], DCmagnetron sputtering [8], ion assisted
vapor deposition [9], reactive pulsed laser deposition [10],
and othermethods [11], are currently used for the preparation
of Cu

3
N films. In recent years, Terada et al. [3] prepared

oriented epitaxial films by the reactive rf magnetron sputter-
ing method on the Pt/MgO and Al

2
O
3
substrates. They also

reported that copper nitride films were amorphous on glass,
MgO, and SrTiO

3
substrates. Maruyama and Morishita [12]

have studied the electrical and optical characteristics of the
films prepared by rf reactive sputtering. And the electrical
and optical properties of the copper nitride films critically
depended on the sputter process parameters such as nitrogen

partial pressure, sputtering pressure, substrate temperature,
and substrate bias voltage.The electrical resistivity of the films
varied from 2 × 10−3Ω cm to about 103Ω cm, and the optical
band gap of the films increased from 0.8 eV to 1.9 eV with
the various sputtering process parameters [12–15]. Liu et al.
[5] and Ji et al. [16] have studied thermal stability of the
films. Yue et al. [1, 17] have studied the structure, thermal
properties, optical properties, and Hall effects of the Cu

3
N

films. The mechanical properties of the copper nitride films
were also studied by Pierson [4, 14, 15].However, the structure
and thermal properties of the films, which may influence
significantly on the applications of electronic and optical
storage, were found to be dependent on substrate, growth
technologies, and preparation process.

However, the influence of the formation process on the
structure, morphology, and thermal properties of copper
nitride is still not very clear. It was therefore decided to study
the formation and stability of copper nitride films. In prepa-
ration of the films, the DC magnetron sputtering method
was used in which the influences of N

2
flow rate and N

2

partial pressure on the copper nitride films prepared at 150∘C
substrate temperature were investigated systematically. In a
thermal stability study, the vacuum annealing process was
used, with our objective being to describe the decomposition
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Figure 1: The X-ray diffraction spectra of Cu
3
N films with different

N
2
flow rates.
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Figure 2:The X-ray diffraction spectra of Cu
3
N films with different

N
2
partial pressure.

process of the films in detail so that a critical decomposition
temperature could be found.

2. Experiment

Thin copper nitride films were prepared with a DC reactive
magnetron sputtering with a columnar target (99.99% pure
copper) on glass. The experimental equipment has been
described in detail elsewhere [18], so only a brief description
of experiment is given here. The glass wafers were ultrasoni-
cally cleaned in acetone and methanol and finally dried with
blowing gas. The substrate was placed parallel to the target
at 150mm. Before sputtering, the chamber was evacuated to
less than 1.0 × 10−3 Pa.The working gas (99.999% pure argon
and 99.999% pure nitrogen) was introduced to the chamber.

The Ar and N
2
gas flow rate were adjusted by independent

mass-flow controllers. The partial pressures of Ar and N
2
in

the chamber were estimated by their respective flow rates
measured by the mass-flow controllers. The total sputtering
pressure was maintained at 1 Pa by controlling the pumping
rates during the sputtering.The substrate temperature during
the sputtering maintained at 150∘C.The power applied to the
target is fixed at 1000W throughout the study.

The film thickness was determined using a long scan
profiler (2206, Harbin, China). The crystalline structures
of the films were identified with an X-ray diffractometer
(D/Max-2400X, Rigaku Co., Japan) using CuK

𝛼
radiation.

Scanning electron microscopy (JSM-5600LV, Electron Opti-
cal Co., Japan) and atomic force microscopy (SPM-9500,
Shimadzu, Japan) were performed to investigate the state of
the surface and the cross-section of the specimens and to
search for characters that have occurred in the deposited
films. In order to study the thermal stability of Cu

3
N thin

films, the as-deposited samples were annealed in vacuum
(pressure = 3.0 × 10−3 Pa) for 1 h at a temperature ranging
from 150∘C to 300∘C. Then the samples were cooled to room
temperature under same vacuum conditions.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Film Deposition and Structure. The deposition rate was
estimated from the film thickness and the corresponding
deposition time. The deposition rate of the mixture N

2

30 sccm/Ar 20 sccm was 66.7 nm/minute, while for pure N
2

30 sccm flow rate was only 38.3 nm/minute. The deposition
rates of the films decrease dramatically in a pure reactive
N
2
atmosphere. This is partly due to the poor sputtering

capability of nitrogen compared to argon and partly from the
target poisoning effects (induced by the reactive N

2
atmo-

sphere) where the sputtering yield for nitride is much smaller
than the metal, and partly due to that these compounds
have higher secondary electron emission yields than metal
targets [19]. The additional Ar can dramatically increase the
sputtering of Cu and Cu

3
N and have a negative influence of

forming nitride compound layer on the target surface and
consequently results in a large increase of the deposition rate.

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of
Cu
3
N films prepared on glass at different N

2
flow rates of 50,

30, and 10 sccm with pressure of 1 Pa. The XRD spectra are
corresponding to the cubic anti-ReO

3
structure of Cu

3
N, and

noCu peaks are found in all the films.Thefilms formed under
50 sccmN

2
flow rates had grown with an obviously preferred

orientation of [111]. The preferred growth orientation of the
film changed gradually to [100] as N

2
flow rates decreased

to 30 sccm, and the diffraction peaks of (111) and (200) are
also very strong. The XRD spectra of the films deposited at
N
2
flow rate of 10 sccm are preferred to [100] orientation and

almost the same as the films deposited at 30 sccmN
2
flow rate.

However, the (111) diffraction peak of the films that deposited
N
2
flow rates is even weaker than that of films deposited at

30 sccmN
2
flow rate.

Figure 2 shows the XRD spectra of the films prepared at
different N

2
partial pressure with total pressure of N

2
and

Ar gas mixture maintained at 1 Pa. The sputtering lasted for
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Figure 3: The SEM image of Cu
3
N film deposited under various N

2
flow rate 50 sccm; 30 sccm; 10 sccm.

20min. The XRD spectra of the films prepared at 0.8 PaN
2

partial pressure show a strong [100] orientation. The XRD
spectra also show that the films prefer [100] orientation,
but the (111) and (200) peaks become stronger at the N

2

partial pressure of 0.6 Pa. For the films prepared at 0.4 PaN
2

partial pressure, the [100] peaks disappeared. For the films
prepared at 0.2 PaN

2
partial pressure, the Cu

4
N (111) peaks

were observed [12, 20]. The preferred orientation of the
as-deposited copper nitride films is interpreted to depend
mainly on the mobility of the Cu and N atoms participating
in the film growth process [2]. Such mobility is expected to
be a function of the ratio between the number of N and Cu
atoms reaching the substrate and also of the kinetic energies
of these atoms. The preferred orientation transformed from
Cu-rich orientation [111] to N-rich orientation [100] as N

2

partial pressure increased, which indicates that large amount
of Cu and N atoms formed N-rich orientation at higher N

2

partial pressure.

3.2. Morphology. Figure 3 shows the surface morphology of
the Cu

3
N films deposited at different N

2
flow rates. It is

obvious that all the films are extremely smooth, compact,
and uniform. It can be found that the N

2
flow rates had

no significant influence on the grain size of the Cu
3
N

films; however, the grain shapes were influenced obviously.
Pyramid cone structure was found in Cu

3
N films and

deposited at 50 sccmN
2
flow rate (Figure 3(a)). Figure 3(b) is

also the pyramid cone morphology of Cu
3
N film deposited

at 30 sccmN
2
flow rate. For the N

2
flow rate of 10 sccm

(Figure 3(c)), grains on the surface appeared obviously as
uniformly nodular-like morphology.

The topography shown in Figure 4 suggests that the film is
preparedwithmixture ofN

2
andAr.Thegrain size of the films

increases with the argon introduced in the reactive atmo-
sphere. The copper nitride films prepared at 0.8 PaN

2
partial

pressure also show pyramid cone morphology (Figure 4(a)).
However, the film prepared at 0.6 PaN

2
partial pressure is

composed of large polygonal grains (of up to micrometer
scale) with irregular tops separated by a large number of
porous boundaries (Figure 4(b)). The additional Ar gas can
dramatically increase the deposition rate of the films, and
high deposition rate may cause larger grain size and sharp
grain boundaries.

Difference in crystallite orientation and deposition rate of
adatoms is believed to be responsible for the great changes
in morphology. For the Cu

3
N films prepared at N

2
flow

rate of 10 sccm, the crystallite orientation [100] is much
stronger, while other orientations are very weak. This fine
[100] preferred orientation caused nodular-like morphology
as a result of isotropic growth. While at higher N

2
flow rate

and the argon introduction the pyramid cone morphology
appeared. This phenomenon can be attributed to the multi-
plicate crystallite orientation. In the deposition process, [111]
and [100] orientation had a competitive growth and thus
presented complicated pyramid cone morphology.

In order to understand more details of the grains, we use
atomic force microscopy images. Figure 5 shows the image of
film deposited under N

2
flow rate of 50 sccm. We can clearly
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Figure 4:The SEM image of Cu
3
N film deposited under various N

2

partial pressure 0.8 Pa; 0.6 Pa.

see that several small grains of size ∼50 nm agglomerated
together and formed a big grain boundary (grains as seen in
SEM images).

A typical cross-sectional micrograph is also shown in
Figure 6, where the formation of columnar grains perpen-
dicular to the substrate surface and a smooth film surface
morphology is clearly shown. It is known that the columnar
structure formed due to the high deposition rate and low
lateral adatoms mobility. The columnar boundary is due to
an accumulation effect of the crystallographic flaws that are
built into the thin films during deposition and then enriched
in the boundary.

3.3. Thermal Stability. The Cu
3
N films deposited at N

2

flow rate of 10 sccm and N
2
partial pressure of 0.8 Pa were

annealed in vacuum (pressure = 3.0 × 10−3 Pa) for 1 h at
a temperature ranging from 150∘C to 300∘C. Figures 7 and
8 show the XRD spectra of the heat treated Cu

3
N films

compared with as prepared films. For the film prepared at
pure nitrogen atmosphere (Figure 7), it is found that as the
heating temperature at 150∘C, the intensity of Cu

3
N (111) and

(200) diffraction peaks decreased and almost disappeared,
and when the heating temperature reached 200∘C and 250∘C,
the diffraction peaks did not showobviously changes. Further
increase the heating temperature to 300∘C, the Cu (111) peaks
appeared, which indicated that decomposition took place at
the temperature ranges from 250∘C to 300∘C, lower than the
decomposition temperature (about 360∘C) [6]. However, the
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Figure 5: The AFM image of Cu
3
N film deposited under N

2
flow

rate of 50 sccm.

evolution of the phase structure and decomposition temper-
ature of the film deposited at mixed N

2
and Ar atmosphere is

unlike the film deposited at pure N
2
atmosphere (Figure 8).

When the heating temperature at 150∘C, the intensity of Cu
3
N

(111) diffraction peaks increased and the intensity closed to
that of (100). At 200∘C heating temperature, the intensity
of (100) peaks is stronger than the (111) peaks. However,
at 250∘C heating temperature, Cu peaks appeared without
obviousCu

3
Npeaks.This indicates that Cu

3
Nphase has been

transformed into Cu phase completely through annealing
treatment at a temperature of 250∘C. The color change of
Cu
3
N films also can provide information of phase transform.

The decomposition temperature of Cu
3
N in our experiment

is higher than Cu
3
N annealing in vaccum as reported [5].

One possibility of this difference of decomposition tem-
perature is the structure. The films prepared at pure nitrogen
atmosphere show a small particle size with a relative compact
texture, while the films prepared at mixed nitrogen and argon
atmosphere show a larger particle size with obvious large
number of void boundaries with a looser texture. And the
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Figure 6: The typical cross-sectional SEM image of Cu
3
N film.

Figure 7:TheX-ray diffraction spectra of Cu
3
Nfilms prepared with

pure N
2
atmosphere annealing at different annealing temperature.

decomposition process may begin at these void boundaries.
Finally, the film shows a lower decomposition temperature.

4. Conclusion

Copper nitride (Cu
3
N) thin films were deposited on glass

via DC reactive magnetron sputtering at various N
2
flow

rates and partial pressures with 150∘C substrate temperature.
X-ray diffraction measurements show that the films are
composed of Cu

3
N crystallites with anti-ReO

3
structure.

The preferred growth orientation of the film turned from
[111] to [100] as N

2
flow rates decrease. And the preferred

orientation also transformed from orientation [111] to [100]
as N
2
partial pressure increased. The N

2
flow rates had no
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Figure 8: The X-ray diffraction spectra of Cu
3
N films prepared

withN
2
andArmixture atmosphere annealing at different annealing

temperature.

significant influence on the grain size of the Cu
3
N films

except the grain shapes. For a lower N
2
flow rates, grains

on the surface appeared obviously as uniform nodular-like
morphology. While the high N

2
flow rates and the addition

of the Ar, grains presented pyramid cone morphology due to
multiple growth orientations.The cross-sectionalmicrograph
of the film shows typical columnar, compact structure. The
decomposition temperature of the mixed argon and nitrogen
atmosphere is lower than the film prepared at pure nitrogen
atmosphere. The results show that the introducing of argon
in the sputtering process decreases the thermal stability
properties due to its looser texture.
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